
Space Time (parenthesis - added notes) 

 

Hook: 

 

Space time. Traveling together through the air.  

17 seconds, Yo we care. Space time, traveling together through the air 

 

Verse: 

 

With "Air closer than the close" oil n' water water sitch,  

doesn't mix so detach drama trauma gotta fix,  

political glitch another dis no reason all tricks,  

still lyin' to the people, wake them up if they wish 

 

Team One, we are each other, who rescued who,  

nothing new except it's U, and that's agreed-upon truth 

Keep buildin' process through how we do keep it cool 

Day at a time it's okay find a rhyme sing the blues 

Added note to express as a “Spokes-person”…(Team One Art is a refuge for many of us, so as always,  

our dis/critics "dissent for dissent sake" can take a knee like the rest of us,  

and don't worry about what skin color we are or aren't,  

or any harboring of earthly separation static  towards us transparent and kind souls,  

or using a crisis to cause division, or attempting any previous "Run game" sleeper dis loops at us...unity is 

most important, and we spent years trying to speak peace... 

just know that we won't entertain any attempts of division or oblivion,  

just like the other arguments of the past few decades... 

the future will understand...already "wrote it off"...it's "love us or leave us alone",  

"what it is, what it was, catch up with us"...peace) 

 



"Always a tune" is purposeful, 

Togetherness as useful, 

Inner peace is Victory is crucial... 

Choice to be a voice, choose a team, ours is truthful 

Word is bond Collective Love Is Us call it blissful 

 

Sowing seeds in this song, 

WU Yellow, Red, Blue, 

Yes  address to glitch too, exploiting life without a clue 

See the heavy channelling confusion for what it do 

Trying our best, life is short, (we) put our lives into the tunes 

 

 

Chump n' Tampers act like addicts with excuses 

Inevitable revealing blaming others liar loses 

Ilyin is not on the team fake cabooses 

Souls are "Spirit likeness" higher power infusion 

 

1950's segregation Connell will ruin things,  

not wanting people to vote is evil like supremacies 

Crashed the markets, sure enough, pushing new conspiracies 

Leading without data-driven Minds no Humility  

 

 

Hook: 

 

Space time. Traveling together through the air.  

17 seconds, Yo we care. Space time, traveling together through the air (2 times) 

 



Outro: 

 

Peace. Don't forget... a creative project is a heartbeat to live to. 

Even a note or an email counts. 

Creativity. Let's be lights like a little candle that brings light to an entire room. We know that the spirit 

of love and God Wins over the long term. It makes the devil look like a stupid footstool as it usually is. 

They think political play date electoral college games avoid reconciliation of the human species. But 

they play. We'll use them as a footstool.  

One world. Peace. 

 

 

 

 


